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ITERATED FINE LIMITS AND ITERATED NONTANGENTIAL LIMITS

BY

KOHUR GOWRISANKARANi1)

ABSTRACT.   Let ÇI,,  k = 1 to zz, be harmonic spaces of Brelot and  u, > 0

harmonic functions on fl,.    For each w in a class of multiply superharmonic func-

tions it is shown that the iterated fine limits of Itu/", • • • u  \ exist up to a set of

measure zero for the product of the canonical measures corresponding to  u,   and

are independent of the order of iteration.    This class contains all positive multi-

ply harmonic functions on the product of fi,'s.   For a holomorphic function / in

the Nevanlinna class of the polydisc   Un, it is shown that the rzth iterated fine

limits exist and equal almost everywhere on   Tn  the zzth iterated nontangential

limits of /, for any fixed order of iteration.   It is then deduced that, with the ex-

ception of a set of measure zero on   Tn, the absolute values of the different iter-

ated limits of /are equal.   It is also shown that the zzth iterated nontangential

limits are equal almost everywhere on   Tn for any /in N.([/").

Let / be a holomorphic function belonging to the Nevanlinna class   N(U") of

the polydisc   Un, i.e.

/><IVl/o-,« V;«.« "">(*•,••■*.
is bounded for  0 < r. < 1.   A well-known result states that, for such a function /,

the iterated nontangential limits exist except for a set E contained in  Tn (T =

\z: \z\ = l|) such that the repeated integral of the characteristic function of E rel-

ative to dOj . • .' dd   (in the order reverse to that of taking limits) is zero.   Further,

A f£Nn_x(U»),i."e.

/'
>g*\fiiiog+iog+\f\r-1de,...d$„

is bounded for  0 < r. < 1, then the iterated nontangential limits of / are equal al-

most everywhere on  T".   It has been an open problem to decide whether the iter-

ated limits of any / £ N(U"), fot different orders of iteration, are equal up to a set

of measure zero on   T" [Ai.   In this paper, we shall show that the answer is in the

affirmative to one part of the problem; viz., for any / £ N(U"), the absolute values

of the iterated nontangential limits are equal on  T"  except for a set of measure

zero (Theorem 11).   We shall also show that the iterated nontangential limits are
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identical (almost everywhere) for all functions in a class wider than   Nn_ , (U  )

(Theorem 12).

In §5, we prove that the iterated fine limits of / £ N(U") exist as a measur-

able function on  T" and equal almost everywhere the iterated nontangential lim-

its of /, for each order of iteration.   We then deduce the equality of the absolute

values of the various iterated fine limits as a particular case of the results of §54

and 3, which are of independent interest in the theory of harmonic functions.

We consider harmonic spaces  ft,, • • • , ft    of Brelot and functions w that are

72-superharmonic on ft, x-••x ft   .   Let  zz, > 0 be a harmonic function on  0,   with

'canonical measure' p,   charging some 'minimal boundary' A j, for  k = 1 to n.   In

§3, we show that for a zz-harmonic function w > 0 on the product space,

w/uyU2 • • • u    has iterated fine limits for (ptj x • • • x ^n)-almost every element of

Aj x A; X'"X A" and these limit functions are equal almost everywhere to the

Radon-Nikodym derivative of the 'canonical measure' of w relative to /Zj x • • • x p. .

This proves the uniqueness of the iterated limits.   In §4, we consider the case of

?2-superharmonic functions.   If a 72-superharmonic function  v > 0 has the property

that the iterated fine limits exist in such a way that the &th iterated limit (1 < k <

72 - 1) of (v/u.u2 • • • u.) is (72 - &)-superharmonic on the product ft,   , x • • • x ft  ,

then the iterated fine limits are equal (p. x p2 x • ■ • x p  )-almost everywhere (once

again by showing that these are identical to the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a

fixed measure relative to p. j x • • • x p  ).   In V5, we apply these results to

(- log |/|) to derive the results corresponding to /.

In §2, we have a number of results on measurability of certain functions.   The

fine filters in general do not have countable bases; we have developed   methods to

prove the measurability of functions of the form g(h, y), where, for every h in a

minimal boundary, g is the fine limit (or lim sup, etc.) of f(x, y) as x tends to h,

even when / is with values in certain function spaces.   These results are funda-

mental in our proofs.

1. Preliminaries.   Let ft be a locally compact (noncompact) locally connected,

Hausdorff topological space with a countable base for its open sets.   We shall say

that ft is a (Brelot) harmonic space if there is a system of harmonic functions de-

fined on the open subsets of ft satisfying the Axioms 1, 2 and 3 of Brelot [l, Part

II].   All the harmonic spaces are assumed to have potentials  > 0 existing on them

(to avoid the trivial case).   In the case of U, the unit disc, we shall consider the

classical harmonic functions (viz., satisfying the Laplace equation).   An open

connected set S of ft is called regular if, for every continuous real valued func-

tion / on dô, there is a continuous extension of / into 8 as a harmonic function  77,

such that, for / > 0,  77, > 0.   The harmonic measure at x £ 8 fot such a domain is

the Radon measure on d8 defined by / t-» H Xx).
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Let ß., • • • , ß     be ra harmonic spaces and S an open subset of the product

space.   A real valued function (resp. extended real valued and £ + oo) is said to

be «-harmonic (resp. ra-superharmonic) on 8 if, for every fixed value of any (n - 1)-

variables, / is harmonic (resp. superharmonic or + °°) and / is continuous (resp.

lower semicontinuous) on 0.

Let  H (ß) (resp.  nH (ßj x • • • x Í2   )) be the cone of positive (> 0) harmonic

(resp. ra-harmonic) functions on ß (resp. the product).   These cones are locally

compact, separable and metrisable for the topology of local uniform convergence

and consequently have compact bases.   Let A,   be the extreme (or minimal) ele-

ments belonging to such a compact base.   Then, corresponding to each  u £ H  (ß),

there is a unique Radon measure p. on this compact base, charging A,, such that,

for every x £ ß,   u(x) = f h(x) pidh)   \j\.   This measure, corresponding to u, is re-

ferred to as the canonical measure corresponding to a on  Aj.   It is possible to

choose a corresponding compact base for nH (ßj x- ■ -x ß  ) such that the extreme

elements of this base are precisely of the form  h   • • • h",  h' £ A7..   And to any

w £ nH  , corresponds a unique 'canonical' Radon measure v   , carried by  A, x

■■•xA; such that w = / h1 • • - h"vw(dhl... dh") [8],

For any nonnegative valued function / defined on a set  E Cil, the reduced

function  R[E, /]  is by definition  inf \v: v > / on E and v superharmonic or + oo on

ßi. (We use this rather than the standard  R,   tot the sake of notational simplicity.)

Let h £ Aj.   Then, 'Ah = j£: R[CE, h] / h\  is the fine filter on ß correspond-

ing to h.   For any function /, the limit (lim sup, etc.) of the image filter/(J") is

called the fine limit (fine lim sup, etc.) of f (x) as x tends to h.   For any  u £

H (ß), with the canonical measure p on  Ap and any superharmonic function  v > 0,

the fine limit of  v(x)/u(x) as x tends to h exists for ¿¿-almost every h in  A.  ([6],

[7]).

Let X be a Hausdorff topological space.   A Radon measure on X is by defini-

tion a measure  p > 0 defined on the Borel CT-algebra of X such that (l)p is locally

finite and (2) for any Borel set ß C X,  p(B) is the supremum of p(K) tot compact

sets   KCB [ill.

A function /: X I—» Y, Y any Hausdorff space, is said to be Borel measurable,

¿¿-Borel measurable or ¿¿-Lusin measurable according as  /(B) is Borel in X for

every Borel set B C Y, f~l(B) is ¿¿-measurable for every Borel set B C Y or, for

any compact set   K C X and any c > 0, 3 a compact subset C such that p(C) >

p(K) - e and / restricted to C is continuous.   In general, /¿-Lusin measurability of

f implies the ¿¿-Borel measurability, and the converse is true if Y is a separable

metrisable space.

In the sequel every topological space is assumed to be Hausdorff and with a

countable basis for neighborhoods at each point.
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2. Some measurability theorems.

Lemma 1.   Let ft be a harmonic space and Y a topological space.    Let if/ be

an extended real valued function > — °<j 072 ft x Y    such that it is lower semicon-

tinuous in each variable, ¡or every fixed value of the other.   Then, for every x in

ft, and every a £ R, the function (h, y) r-»R[V  (y), h] (x) is lower semicontinuous

on Aj x Y, where Va(y) = jrf e ft: i/z(ç", y) > a\.

Proof.   Let  (h  , y  ) £ A.   x Y converge to (hQ, yn) £ Aj x Y.   The set   V'  (y   )

is open in ft for every 72 and  v   = R[V  (y  ), h ] is superharmonic > 0 on ft and

equals h    on V„(y   ).   Let  v = lim inf v    as 72 tends to co.   Then, uz, the lower semi-
^ 72 avy 77' 72 II

continuous régularisation of tz, is > 0 and superharmonic on ft.

Let x £ V (yQ). Since y h->if/(x, y) is lower semicontinuous on Y and

"A(x> yo)-5 fl> there is an integer /V(x) such that, for all 72 > N(x), we have

VH*, y„)> a-   Hence, x £ Va(yn) for all 72 > N(x).   It follows that
-X)        "O

V7(y0)cUD  Va(yn).
! TZ

Now, since  7;    converges to hr,  (in particular pointwise), for all x e V„(yn),

zXx) = lim inf v (x) = lim inf />„(*) = hQ(x).

Now, V'a(y0) is open and 7)n  is continuous and we deduce that  w = hQ on ^(yn)*

Hence, w > R[Va(y0), />Q] on ft.   It follows that

lim inf RlVa(yn), hj(x) > v(x) > zz^x) > R[Va(yn), hQ\(x),

for every x in ft, proving the lemma.

Theorem 1.   Let ft, Y rzzzz/ if/ be as in the previous lemma.   Then, the junction

if/y,  defined by   <ff.(h, y) » fine  lim  sup  t/>(x, y) as x —, h, is Borel measurable

on A, x Y.
1

Proof.   It is enough to show that, for every real number b, the set A(b) =

{(h, y): ifjy(k, y) < b\ is Borel in Aj x Y.   Let, for every 72,

En = {(h,y):R[Vb+l/n(y),h]/h\.

Then, we assert that A(b) = P)~ E   .   For, suppose  (h, y) £ A(b).   Then since

"Ai(^> y) < b < b + I/72, there is a set F belonging to J7  such that, for every x e

F, <A(x, y)</7+ I/72.   Hence, F nVb+l/n= 0 and h 4 RÍVb+{/n(y), h], i.e.

(/>, y) £ E  .   Conversely, if  (h, y) belongs to  E  , for every «, then

fine lim sup if/(x, y) < b + l/n as x tends to h. We deduce that (h, y) belongs to A(b).

To complete the proof of the theorem we shall show that, for every real number

a, the set  E   = {(h, y): R[Va(y), h] 4 h\  is a Borel set in  Aj x Y.   For this, let

(8   ) be a sequence of regular domains of ft forming a covering of the space and,

for every m, x     an arbitrary element in 8   .   From Lemma 1 and Fatou's lemma,

we deduce that, for every m,
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ih, y) M ÍRÍVAy), h\iOpm   id O
J x m

is a lower semicontinuous function, where  pm     is the harmonic measure on  38
xzzz

corresponding to x   .   Hence, it follows that

zzz

£fl,zzz = í(¿' >>' J«LVa(y), h\iOpmx   idO < hixj\

is a Borel subset of A. x V, in fact, a countable union of closed sets.   But  E    =

U7 ^a       ^' Theorem II.l].   It follows that Efl  is a Borel subset of A¡ x V.

The proof is complete.

The following two corollaries are immediate consequences.

Corollary 1.   Let v be a n-superharmonic ¡unction on ß, x- • -x ß  .   Then, the

function ih, x2, x3, • • • , x") H» fine lim sup v(x, x2, • • • , x") as x tends to h is a

Borel measurable function on A. x ß-, x- • • x ß  .

Corollary 2.   Let u be a n-harmonic function on ß. x- • • x ß  .   Then the set

of points  (h, x  , • • • , x") of A, x ß2 x • • ■ x ß    for which the fine limit of

u(x, x  , • • • , x") exists as x tends to h is a Borel subset of this space.

Theorem 2. Let ß be a harmonic space, Y any topological space and X a po-

lish space (separable, complete metrisable). Let f: ß x Y ^X be a separately

continuous mapping.   Then the set E defined by

E = \ih, y): fine lim/(x, y) exists in X as x —» h\

is a Borel subset of A. x Y.
1

Proof.   Let dbe a complete metric compatible with the topology of X.   Let

X    = (x   )      be a countable dense subset of X.   Let  (8   )x   be a countable family

of regular domains of ß forming a base for the open sets and ç    £ 8     an arbitrary

element, for every m.   Let, for any integer  k > 0,

We assert that

oo oo CO / .

For, suppose  (h, y) belongs to E.   Let ¿, be the fine limit in X of /(£, y) as £

tends to h.   Given  k £  N, let / be a positive integer such that  2k < /.   Let  xN £

X' such that d[L,, xN] < 1 //.    Let  F C ß be such that F £ tJh and d[£, /(£ y)] <

I/I, for every ¿j £ F.   Consider  VN  ¡Ay).   Since, for every  £, £ F,

Vn>kiy) = \c;eÇl:d[xn,fic;,y)]>l/kl

4xN, /(£ y)] < d[xN, £] + dlC, He, y)] < 1A

we conclude that  F C ß - VN¡ k(y), i.e. C F D VNfk(y).   Hence, R[V N ̂  k(y), h] / h

on ß and we conclude that there exists an  M £ N such that
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¡R[VN   k(y), h](Opç    (d£) < h(€M) [6, Theorem ll.ll.   Thus E is contained in the

set on the right.   Conversely, suppose   (h, y) belongs to the right side.   To prove

that  (h, y) £ E, it is enough to show that the image of A,   under the mapping (¿j, y)

i—» /(zf,  y)  (y  is fixed) is the base of a zf-Cauchy filter.   Given e > 0, choose k £

N such that  2/k < (.   For this k, we can find integers N and M such that

fRlVNfk(y),b}{Í)p^M(dO<bi^.

This, in particular, implies that  F = C (V N   Ay)) belongs to J",.   Further, for every

tf, 77 £ F, since d[xN, /(rf, y)] < l/k and d[xN, f(r¡, y)] < l/k we get by triangle

inequality that d[f(¿;, y), f(r¡, y)] < 2/k < e.   This proves the assertion.

Now, to complete the proof of the theorem, it is enough to show that, for every

çf £ ft, k and 72, the mapping  (h, y)t-*R[y     Ay), h\(¿¡) is lower semicontinuous on

Aj x Y.   But this follows from Lemma 1, since  (<f, y) h-*d[x  , /(ç~, y)]  is also sep-

arately continuous for every 72.   The theorem is proved.

Theorem 3.   Let X be a Radon measure on a topological space Y and ft a har-

monic space.   Let f be a nonnegative real valued (resp. complex valued) function

defined on ft x Y (resp. U" x Y) such that (1) for every x £ ft (resp. U"),  y |_»

/(x, y) z's X-measurable and (2) for every y £ Y, x  h-» /(x, y)  z's harmonie on ft

(resp. holomorphic on U").   Then, the mapping y h->/(-, y) of Y into H (fi)uJO!

(resp. ji(Un)) is X-Lusin measurable, where the function spaces are provided with

the topology r of uniform convergence on compact subsets of the respective sets.

Proof.   The spaces  7/ (ft) u JO! and K(U") provided with the r-topology are

polish.   Hence, the class of Borel sets for any weaker Hausdorff topology on these

sets is the same as the class of r-Borel sets.   Consider one such topology  r    de-

fined as follows.   Let  Z C ft (resp. 17") be a countable dense subset.   The topology

7   is the topology of simple convergence on Z.   We observe that there is a count-

able base for the  r.-open sets: the finite intersections of sets of the form  jzz: u(z)£

V\ where z £ Z and V belongs to a countable base for open sets of R (resp. C).

Consider the mapping   Y r-► 77  (ft) (j J0i (resp. K([y")).   For every  r -open set

of the form  jzz: u(z) £ V] (as above), we have

jy £ Y: f(z, y) £V\ = {y £ Y:[/(-, y) £ {u(z) £ V\]\.

Hence, the inverse image of such r,-open sets and hence every r,-open set is ¿1-

measurable in Y.   Hence this mapping is p-Borel measurable when  H  (ft) \j {0}

(resp. K(U")) is provided with T..   Now, by the earlier remark, we see that the same

is true with r-topology.   However, the spaces involved on the right are polish;

hence we get the required /z-Lusin measurability.   The proof is complete.

Remark.   In particular, if, in the above theorem, À is a finite Radon measure,

then, given c > 0, we can find a compact set  K C Y satisfying (1) X(Y - K) < c and

(2) y (->/(•, y) is continuous on K into  H (ft) u J0i (resp. K((/")).
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Theorem 4.   Let ß be a harmonic space, u > 0 a harmonic function on ß with

the canonical measure p on A,; À a finite Radon measure on a topological space

X.   Let w > 0 be a function defined on ß x X such that, for every x £ X,  w(-, x)

is harmonic and, for every  y £ ß,  x h-> w(y, x) is X-measurable.   Then the follow-

ing two functions f and g on A] x X are (p x k)-measurable, where f(h, x) =

fine lim inf [wiy, x)/uiy)] and gib, x) = fine lim sup [wiy, x)/uiy)] as y tends to h.

Proof.   Let c > 0.   From the above theorem, we have a compact set   K   satis-

fying A(X - K)   < c and x (—*w(y, x) of K   \-> H (ß) is continuous.   This certainly

implies the separate continuity of  (y, x)x->[wiy, x)/uiy)].   We deduce from Theorem 1

that   the   functions  /and g restricted to  Aj x K ate Borel measurable.   Let, for

c = l/n,  ra = 1, 2, • • ■ ,   K    be the corresponding compact subset of X.   We conclude

that / and g ate Borel measurable on Aj x F where F = U°°_ i  ^ •   Now  A; x

(X — F) is of ¿¿ x À measure zero since it is a measurable (in fact, Borel) rectan-

gle, ft is a totally finite measure and  A(X - F) = 0.   This completes the proof.

Corollary.   Let w, u and À be as in the theorem.   Then, except for a set of

(ixÀ measure zero on A, x X, for every ih, x), the fine limit of [wiy, x)/uiy)] as

y tends to h exists and is finite.   Further, this fine limit is (¿¿ x X)-measarable.

Proof. Let E = \ih, x): f(h, x) < gib, x)\ \j \ih, x): g(h, x) = ooj. Clearly, E is

(¿¿ x À)-measurable. Further, for every x £ X, for almost /¿-every h £ A., f(h, x) =

gih, x) < + oo [7, Theorem 8]. It follows, by Fubini's theorem, that (p x A)(z5) = 0.

This proves the Corollary.

3. Limits of ra-harmonic functions.   We shall consider, for the sake of simplic-

ity  of notation, 3-harmonic functions.   In the general case, the proofs are abso-

lutely similar.   We shall fix harmonic functions  it, > 0 defined on harmonic spaces

A,  for k - 1, 2, 3.   Let p,   be the canonical measure corresponding to  u,, on some

convenient compact base of positive harmonic functions on fl,, charging the ex-

treme elements  A*  in that base.

Lemma 2.   Let  w > 0  be a ^-superharmonic function on ß. x fl, xO,   such

that, for every fixed x    £ fl.,  w is 2-harmonic on fl, x fl,.   Then, except for a

set E of /¿j   measure zero ora Aj, for every (x   , x3) in fl. x A,, the fine limit of

[wix, x , x3)/z¿1(x)]  exists (and is finite) as x tends to h in (Aj - E).   Further,

this fine limit is 2-harmonic on fl2 x fl,   and Borel measurable in all the three

variables together ion  AJ x fl2 x fl,).

Proof.   Let X    and X3   be respectively countable dense subsets of fl. and fl,.

Consider the positive superharmonic function  w(-, x  , x3 ) on fl , for everyx2 £ X2

and xm £  X  .   We can find a set En m of px  measure zero on A!   such that, for

every  h {. EMm, the fine limit of [wix, x2, x^)/z/,(x)]   exists (and is finite) as x

tends to h \j, Theorem 8].
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Let

E = \J{E       :x2£X2, x3  eX3!.*"' 72, 772 77 '        772

Let  h £ Aj - E.   Let §¿  be the filter, on the cone of positive 2-harmonic func-

tions on ft2 x ft,, generated by the image of Ah  under the mapping x (-»

[w(x,.,.)/u.(x)].   Since  [w(x, x2, Xy)/uy(x)] converges to a finite limit following

5\,  we  deduce that there  is  a set   A 6 Ah   such that,  for   x £ A,  0<

[izz(x, Xj, Xj)/zz.(x)] < M, fot some positive number M.   But, the subset of positive

2-harmonic functions bounded above at some point of ft, x ft,   is relatively com-

pact  and  hence there  is  a filter finer that 7/,   converging  to  some   v £

(2 - H) (ft- x ft,), in the topology of uniform convergence on the compact subsets.

However, any two adherent points  v. and v2 of y, coincide on X    x Xi  which is

a dense subset of ft, x ft,; hence  v. = v2.   We deduce, therefore, that  7,   is con-

vergent to an element w   , i.e. we get that w  (x   , x3) = fine lim[z77(x, x   , x3)/zz  (x)]

as x tends to h, fot every  (x   , x3), and the convergence is uniform for compact

subsets of ft, x ft,.   The Borel measurability of the limit function is an immedi-

ate consequence of Theorem 1.   The lemma is proved.

Theorem 5.   Let w > 0  be a 3-harmonic function on ft, x ft, x ft,.    Then, ex-

cept for a set of p. x p, x p,   measure zero, for every (h , h  , h ) ¡b A. x Aj x

A3, the iterated fine limit of (w/u.u2uA  exists and is finite; and any iterated

limit junction, defined (p.. x p, x pA-almost everywhere, is  (p.. x p2 x uA~measur-

able.

Proof.   It is enough to prove the results for some order of iteration.   Without

loss of generality, let us consider the natural order.   From Lemma 2, we deduce

the existence of a set  E C Aj of p.j   measure zero such that, for every h fi E,

w (x2, x3) = fine lim [w(x, x2, x3)/zz1(x)] as x—>7>  and 2-harmonic and Borel mea-

surable in all the three variables.    Now, from  the corollary to Theorem 4, we de-

duce that, for every x^ e X    (X3  as in the previous lemma), there exists a set

F'k contained in (A, - E) x Aj of p., x p,  measure zero such that, for  (h  , h  )

not in  F'k, the fine limit of [w    (x, x3)/zz2(x)] as x tends to  h    exists and is fi-

nite (may be zero).   Further, this limit function is (p.. x p,)-measurable.   We ob-

serve that  F x A, is of p, x p,  measure zero since  p2  is a totally finite measure.

Let  Fk = F'kuE x A2, for every x3 £ X3 and F = U F/fe.   Then, F is a (p, x /im-

measurable  set of measure  zero;  also,  for every   x,  £ X3,  fine   limit  of

[w    (x, x3)/zz  (x)]  as x tends to h    exists and is finite for every  (h  , h  ) £ F.

Now, using the fact that  X3 is dense in ft,, we deduce (exactly as in the proof of

Lemma 2) that, for every (h  , h  ) £ F, the fine limit of [w    (x, xi)/u2(x)]  as x

tends to h    exists locally uniformly for x3 £ ft  .   (We use the fact that the set of

positive harmonic functions on ft2  bounded at one point is relatively compact for

the local uniform convergence topology on ft?  [2].)   This limit wh   ,h     is harmonic
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on fl, for every (h  , h  ) £ F and ipx x ¿¿2)-measurable for every x? e fl  .   Hence,

by the corollary to Theorem 4, we get that the fine limit of [w     •"  (x)/u,(x)]  ex-

ists and is finite except for (h  , h  , A3) £ G, where G C (Aj x A, -F) x A]  and is

of ¿¿j x ¿¿j x ¿¿,   measure zero.   Further the above limit is a  ipx x f¿2 x ¿¿^-measur-

able function on  [(Aj x A2 - F) x Aj] - G.   Once again,  F x A3 is of px x p2 x ¿¿,

measure zero, since  /¿,   is totally finite.   Hence the iterated fine limit of

(w/uxu2uA) exists as a ipx x p2 x /¿,)-measurable function, except for all  (h  , h  ,

h3) in [G U (F x A3)].   The proof is complete.

Lemma 3.   Lei  zzy > 0 be a ^-harmonic function on fl. x fl2 x fl,   such that

w < Muxu2u,  for some positive M.   Then, except for a set of /¿. x /¿2 x /¿,   mea-

sure zero, the various (3!) iterated fine limits of (w/u.u2uA) are identical and the

common value is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of the canonical measure of w rela-

tive to p   x p2x py

Proof.  Since the canonical measure  v    of w is < M(¿¿, x p2 x pA, v     is ab-

solutely continuous relative to px x f¿2 x /¿,.   Now, using the notation of Theorem

5,  (w     '    /u,) is bounded on fl, and, for ipx x /¿2)-almost  every element of A, x

Aj, as x tends to  ¿  , fine lim [w     •"  (x)/uAxj\ = w(h  , h  , A3) ¿¿.-almost every-

where.   Hence, we get

wih1, h2, hi)h\x)pAdh3) =wh-h ix)    on  fl,     [7, Theorem 7].JA3 -

Again, (h1, h2)x->wh  >*   (x3) is measurable and, for any x3 £ fl, and hl £ Aj -E

(E as in Theorem 5), [w     (x, x^)/uAxj\  is bounded on fl2  and its limit following

A      equals w     '     (x3) for /¿2-almost every  h    £ Aj.   Hence, for x £ fl2,

¿¿<A  (x, x3) = {„ wb   'h ixJix,xA=f2 wh   A ixl)h2ix)u2idh2).
J¿A

Finally, going one more step backward, we deduce that, for all  (x  , x  , x3),

wix1, x2, x3)= (x pxidhAj' 2p2idh2)f }wih\ h2, ¿3)A1(x1)¿2(x2)¿3(x3)t¿3U¿3),
Aj Aj Aj

=  jSi^ih1, b2, hi)hl(xl)h2(x2)hi(xAip1 x p2 x pAidhldh2dhi)

LFubini's theorem].

It follows  from  the  uniqueness  of  integral representation  that   dv    =

w(h  , h  , hi)d(px x /¿2 x pA [8, Theorem 7].   We conclude that w is a Radon-

Nikodym derivative of v    relative to px x p2 x /¿,. The Radon-Nikodym derivative

of v    relative to px x ¿¿2 x /¿,   is unique up to  a set  of px x p2 x p,   measure zero;

the proof is complete.

Theorem 6.   Let w and ux, u2, u,, etc. be as in Theorem 5.   Then, the iterated

fine limits of (w/uxu2uA) are equal (px x p2 x pA-almost everywhere.
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Proof.   Let v be the canonical measure on  Aj x Aj x Aj   corresponding to w.

Let  v - v. + v2 where v, « p, x p2 x p, and v2  is singular relative to pt x p2 x

p,.   Let / be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of vx relative to p., x p2 x ¿7.   We note

that /> 0 and is finite (pj x p2 x p,)-almost everywhere.   Let X, be the 3-har-

monic function on ft. x ft, x ft,  with the canonical measure v^ on Aj x Aj x Aj.

Consider the iterated limit /,  (resp. w,) of S, (resp. w) fot the same order of it-

eration say, for the natural order.   Since  w > £,, we get that w. > /,   everywhere.

However, if /   = inf (/, 72), for any positive integer ?2 (>2), then /   > 0 and is

bounded, and we get, from Lemma 3, that the iterated fine limits of X,   equal /

(pj x p-2 x p,)-almost everywhere.   (X,    is the 3-harmonic function with the canoni-

cal measure f^¡t, x p2 x U.A.)   It follows that /¡ > fn almost everywhere.   This

is true for every 72 and we deduce that fl > / (fij x p2 x p.,)-almost everywhere.   On

the other hand, (using the notation of Theorem 5) wh  <h   > 0 harmonic and the

fine lim   ^      [wh   '*  (x)/u^(x)] = wx(h ', h2, lA) /x3-almost everywhere.   Hence

[7, Theorem 8], whl'h2(x)> j' w x(hX, h2, h3)h3(x)ui(dhi) fot all x 6 ft3>   All this

is true for almost every  (h1, h2) in A j x A2.   Proceeding backwards and repeating

the argument, we deduce that w > £     .   In view of the uniqueness of integral re-

presentation, we conclude that

(the canonical measure of w) > wAu. x p2 x p. A (the canonical measure of "L   ),

i.e., /(pj x p2 x /x.) + 1/ > zzzj(pj x fz2 x /^,).    But  zz7j > /j > / (p., x p2 x p,)-almost

everywhere and, hence, the positive measure  (w. - f)(u. x p, x p.,) < v7, a mea-

sure singular relative to p,xp2x p.,.   It follows that w, = f (p., x p2 x p,)-almost

everywhere.   This completes the proof of the theorem.

We deduce immediately

Corollary 1.   If dj is the difference of two positive 3-harmonic functions on

ft, x ft2 x ft,, then the iterated fine limits of (cf>/u.u2uA  exist and are equal (and

finite) (pr x p2 x pA-almost everywhere.

In the course of the proof of the theorem it is shown that the iterated fine limit

of w is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of the absolutely continuous part of v relative

to Pj x p2 x p.,.   In particular, we have

Corollary 2.   Le/  w > 0, a 3-harmonic function, having canonical measure v abso-

lutely continuous relative to /j, x p2 x p.,.   Let f     be the iterated fine limit of

w/uyU2u, (for some order of iteration).   Then, dv = f  dip. x p2 x pA; equivalent-

ly, for every  (x, y, z),

w(x, y, z) =jjjh1(x)h2(y)hHz)fJhl, h2, 7)3)(pj x p2 x pj (dh1 dh2dhy).

Another consequence is the following result.

Theorem 7.   Let w, zz,, zz2 and zz     be as in Theorem 5.   Then the following are
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equivalent.

(a) The greatest ^-harmonic minorant of ini(w, u.u^u,) is 0.

(b) The canonical measure v of w is singular relative to px x p2 x /¿,.

(c) The iterated fine limit of (w/uxu2uA equals zero ipx x p2 x pA-almost

everywhere.

Proof.  We shall show that  (a) => (b) =» (c) => (a).

Suppose (a) is true.   Let /be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the absolutely

continuous part of v relative to px x p2 x p,.   Note that / > 0.   The 3-harmonic

functions with canonical measures   /„/«  ip. x p2 x pA,   where  ra £ N,  /   = inf(/, ra)

minorise both w and  uxu2u,.   Hence / /ra = 0, i.e.  /   = 0 ipx x p2 x /¿,)-almost

everywhere.   This implies (b).   The fact that  (b) =» (c) is an immediate conse-

quence of Theorem 6.   Now, assume that (c) holds.   Let À be  the canonical mea-

sure on Aj x Aj x Aj  c ott e sp on di ng to the greatest 3-harmcnic minorant w.   of

inf(z¿z, uxu2uA) and g a Radon-Nikodym derivative of À relative to px x ¿¿2 x ¿¿,.

From Lemma 3 and (c) we deduce that  0 =  iterated fine limits of w/uxu2u^ >

those of wx/uxu2u? = g > 0 ipx x ¿¿2 x ¿¿,)-almost everywhere.   Hence g = 0 al-

most everywhere and wx = 0.   The proof is complete.

4. The case of ra-superharmonic functions.  We consider 3-superharmonic func-

tions like in the earlier section.   Let fl,, u,, A¡ and p,   be as in §3, for  k = 1,

2, 3.   First we need the following result (Lemma A).   We state and prove it for

functions of two variables, but obviously the proof is valid for functions of several

variables.

Delinition 1.   Let Jj. and X>2  be respectively a base of regular domains of

flj and fl-,.   An extended real valued function /on flj x fl2  is said to be an MS-

(J5j, JL) function if (1) / is locally lower bounded at every point and (2) for every

8 £ Jj., oj £ .f>2 and all (x, y) £ 8 x co,

fix,y)>ß'*f(£,T))iplxf%)(d€dr,).

Lemma 4.   Let  v ¿¿ +oa be an MS- (ißj, %2) junction on flj x fzL.   Then, w the

lower semicontinuous régularisation of v is a 2-superharmonic function on flj x fl..

Further, for every  (x, y) £ flj x fl2,

wix, y) = sup   lu   vi¿j, rj)ipx x p") id¿; d-q): x £ 8, y £ co; 8 £ iBj, co £ fB2 /  .

In particular, a lower semicontinuous MS-(J!>., .dA) function is 2-superharmonic.

Proof.   Let us first consider a lower semicontinuous MS-(i5j, JiA function g.

Fix x e flj and let co £ 5>2 contain y £ fl2-   Let  (o  ^  be a sequence of regular

domains in   n. such that 8   . , C 8    and CAf 8   = jxj.   It is easily seen that the
1 ZZ+lZ2,llZZ 7

harmonic measures  p" (on dSn C§j) converge weakly to the Dirac measure  c    at
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x as 7z tends to °°.   Now,

fot every ?2.   In deducing the above inequality the use of Fubini's theorem is justi-

fied since w is locally lower bounded, measurable and px and p    are totally fi-

nite measures.   But,  (f h-►Jz2z(<f, 7?) pCÚ(dr¡)  is lower semicontinuous; hence,

w(x, y)> lim inf fp"x(d£)lfw(c;, 77)p°(drj)j

f<
>   [<xidO    \ frAt,T,)p°Ur.)\

w(x, rf/pyidrj).

Now, from the local criterion for the superharmonicity of lower semicontinuous

functions of one variable, we deduce that  y 1—» w(x, y) is superharmonic (or iden-

tically + 00) on ft2.   The symmetry of the argument in the variables involved shows

that w is a 2-superharmonic function.

Let   v   he as   in   the   hypothesis   of the lemma.   Now, for   any (x, y) £ 8 x co

with 8 £ 35p co £ %2, (a, b)   *-» f)   tXç", f])ipa x pT)(d^drf) is a 2-harmonic func-

tion on 8 x co, hence, in particular, continuous  [8, Theorem 2].   Hence w, the

lower semicontinuous régularisation of v, satisfies

w(x, y) >f(* 7X6 V)(p*x x p«y)(dt; drf).

But, given a. < w(x, y), there is a neighbourhood V of (x, y) such that v > a on V.

We deduce that

sup<JJ   v(¿;, rj)(px x pw)(dé; drf): <5 e iBj, co £ ß>2, 8 x co C V>

> lima \[fpSx(d¿;) Py(drj) = a-•

Thus, w is the stated supremum.   Further, for any 8 £ J7,  co £ 5L,  (x, y) £ 8 x co,

w(x, y) > lim inf v(a, b)     [as (a, b) tends to (x, y)]

> lim inf Jj   zXrf, -7) (pa x pc/)(dc;drj) [(a, b) £ 8 x co —> (x, y)]

> lim inf JJ*^, 7?) p^dOp^d-q)

- lim/J^e, rj) pl(dO P^drf) -//m(f, 7?) pf (^)pyJ(^r?).

Thus ZTz is also an MS-fjBj, .i)2) function and we deduce from the first part that zz7 is

2-superharmonic.   The proof is complete.

Remark.  It is immediate from the above lemma that the lower semicontinuous

régularisation of the lower envelope of an arbitrary family of locally lower bounded

72-superharmonic functions is again 7z-superharmonic.

We recall that  JO! u S   (ft)  (the set of positive superharmonic functions on ft)
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is locally compact, separable and metrisable in the T-topology of Mme. Hervé

L9, Theorems 21.1, 21.21.   Further, for any regular domain co, x £ co and a > 0,

Aa=  [weS + vl0\:fwit)p°idO<c\

is compact [9, Theorem 21.2].   The Cartan-Brelot topology (we shall write C-B-

topology) on S    U J0i  is the coarsest topology which makes the functions  w \~*

/ wi¿;) p   id¿;) continuous, where 8 belongs to a countable base m of regular do-

mains of fl and x belongs to a countable dense subset A of fl (naturally x £ 8 tot

every 8).   We now have

Proposition 1.   The o-algebras of T-Borel sets and a-algebras of C-B-Borel sets

are identical.

Proof.   The T-topology is coarser than the C-B-topology [9, Proposition 24.6].

Hence, every T-Borel set is necessarily a C=B-Borel set.   However, the mapping

w \-> twiÇ) p   idÇ) is T-lower semicontinuous, for every 8 and all x £ 8 [9, Prop-

osition 24.ll.   Hence, every C-B-open set belonging to the following subbase is a

T-Borel set:   Vx £ A, 8 £ ,B,  V any open interval with rational endpoints, \w:

fw dp    £ V\.   This subbase is clearly countable and we deduce, by standard

measure theoretic arguments, that every C-B-Borel set is also a T-Borel set.   The

proof is complete.

Theorem 8. Let fl be a harmonic space, u > 0 a harmonic function on fl and

p the corresponding canonical measure carried by Aj. Let À be a finite positive

Radon measure on a topological space Y. Let v > 0 be an extended real valued

function on fl x Y, measurable with respect to the product a-algebra of the Borel

sets of fl and X-measurable sets of Y. Further, suppose that, for every y £ Y,

x i—» v(x, y) is superharmonic on ß.   Then, the function

(h, y)  H» fine lim sup [vix, y)/uix)],

as x tends toh,  is  ip x A)-measurable on A. x Y.

Proof.    Let ÍB be a countable base for the  open sets of fl consisting of regu-

lar domains and A a countable dense subset of fl.   Let us assume to start with that

3 a z £ fl and an co £ ,B,  z £ co, such that / v(x, y)p"(dx) < 1 for every y £ Y.

Let A= \w:   ( w dp™ < l\.

Now, consider the mapping  cp: Y r-» A defined by (cp(y))(x) = v(x, y).   For

every 8 £ S,  x £ A, y f_»/(</>(y))(£)p   (d¿;) is A-measurable (Fubini).   From this,

it is easy to deduce by standard measure theoretic arguments, that the mapping

cp: Y r-» A is A-Borel measurable, when A is provided with the C-B-topology.   This

certainly implies that  cp: Y r—» A  is A-Borel measurable when A is provided with the

T-topology.   But A with the T-topology is compact and metrisable, hence polish.

Hence, cp is A-Lusin measurable.   Given c > 0, let C be compact  C Y such that
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X(Y) < X(C) + e/2.   By the Lusin measurability we can find a compact subset K of

C satisfying X(K) > X(C) - e/2 and <p restricted to K is continuous.   Now, the

mapping w h-» w(x) is T-lower semicontinuous from  S   —> R, for every x £ ft.   For

every x £ ft, therefore,  y \-+cf>(y)(x) = v(x, y) is lower semicontinuous on Y.   Now

we conclude, from Theorem 1, that / is Borel measurable on  Aj x C.

Choose a compact set  K   C Y as above, for the choice of c = 1/n, for n = 1,

2, 3, • • • .   Let B = U Kn.   Then 73 is Borel on Y and à(Y - B) = 0.   The function

/restricted to each A, x K    is Borel measurable and, hence, /restricted to  Aj x

B  is Borel measurable.   Further, (p. x À)(Aj x Y - ß) = 0 since (lis a finite mea-

sure.   We conclude that /(F) is (p x A)~measurable, for every Borel set E C R.

This completes the proof for the v's satisfying the condition stated at the begin-

ning.

Now, for any general w satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem, let  iz(x, y) =

[z^(x, y)/a(y)] where a.(y) = sup [l,  f z^(x, y)pz (dx)].   Then v satisfies the addi-

tional condition that / v(x, y)p^(dx)< 1.   Now, for  (h, y) £ Aj x Y, the

fine lim sup [w(x, y)/zz(x)]  as x tends to h equals the  fine lim sup [w(x, y)/u(x)]

divided by  a.(y).   And,  yt->a.(y) is clearly A-measurable.   The required measur-

ability is now easily seen to be true, completing the proof.

Now, we proceed to consider the iterated fine limit operations on a 3-super-

harmonic function v > 0 defined on fi, x ft, x ft,. As an immediate consequence

of Theorem 1, we deduce that (h, y, z), going to fine lim sup of [v(x, y, z)/u,(x)]

as x tends to h, is a Borel measurable function. The next lemma shows that ex-

cept for a set of p.j  measure zero this is an  MS-C$2, m A) function.

Lemma 5.   Let JL and .«,   be countable bases of regular domains of the spaces

ft2 andQ,,   respectively.   Then, a set EC A. of p.. measure zero can be chosen

such that, for every h 4 E,  v(h,-,. ) is an  MS-(iB     ß>  ) function.

Proof.  Consider the function w(x, y, z) =    Cjv(x, r¡, Ç)p   (dr¡)p"(d¿,), cor-

responding to 8 £ ß>2 and co £ ÍB,.   Clearly, for every x £ ft, w(x, -, • ) is a 2-har-

monic function on 8 x co.   Any easy application of Fubini's theorem and Fatou's

lemma lets us conclude that, for every fixed  (y, z) £ 8 x co,  w(-, y, z) is superhar-

monic.   Hence w is a 3-superharmonic function on ft x 8 x co [8, Theorem 2]; also

v>w.   Let us consider the three harmonic functions on ftj x 8 x co.   w.  is defined by

Wy(x, y, z) =fpl(dh)ffh(x)vh(rt, £) pfa' P^dO

where  v  (ri, £)= fine lim sup [v(x, 77, 0/zz,(x)]  as x tends to h.   For every fixed

77 and £in 8 and co,  v(x, 77, Ç) >   f h(x)vh(rj, C)p1(dh)   [l, Theorems 6, 7].   Hence,

by Fubini's theorem, we get that w > w^ on ftj x 8 x co.   Now, from Lemma 2, we

deduce the existence of a set G (depending on 8 and co) of u.   measure zero such

that, for every h £ Aj - G, as x tends to h the fine limit of [w.(x, y, z)/u.(x)] =
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whAy, z) exists for all (y, z) £ 8 x co and is 2-harmonic on Sx<y; also  (h, y, z)r->

''\iy, z) is a Borel measurable function.   In view of the regularity of the solution"'   V

of Dirichlet problems by the Perron method [7, Theorem 7] we may assume that this

set G was chosen such that, for all  h £ Aj - G and every (y, z) belonging to a

countable dense subset of 8 x co, the equality wh(y, z) = f fv (r¡, £)p  (drfpAdC) holds

to be good.   Now, w\(y, z) and ffvh(r], £)Pydr])pM(d£) ate two 2-harmonic func-

tions on 8 x co  and they coincide on a dense set, hence the two functions are

identical.   Hence, for all  h £ Aj—G, y £ 8, z £ co,

v (y, z) = fine lim sup [vix, y, z)/z¿j(x)]

> fine lim [wxix, y, z)/uxixj\

'ffvH.v.OplWPÏW)'
Let  F be the exceptional set corresponding to 8    £ JL, co     e i>    and F, the

zz.zzz r r " n ¿'      zzz 5

union of these countably many sets.   Then F is of px   measure zero and, for all

h £ A, - F and any 8    £ $., co     £ %,,
1 "      zz 2 '      zzz 3*

Ay, *) > Jp(-7. ¿) p^U »/) pmzidO,      Wy£8n,z£ com.

Since v   is, in addition, > 0, we conclude that v   is an MS-(.B2, X>A function, com-

pleting the proof.

Lemma 6.   The lower semicontinuous régularisation (in y, z) w  (y, z) of

v (y, z), for every h £ Aj - F, is 2-superharmonic; further (h, y, z) (-> w  (y, z) is

a measurable function on (A. - F) x fl. x fl,.

Proof.  The first part is a consequence of Lemma 4 and Lemma 5.   To prove

the measurability, consider 8 £ &2 and co £ £>,.   The function  (h, y, z) x->

fjv   (rj, C)Pv(dr¡)Pzid£) is measurable in the three variables together (since it

is  /¿j-measurable on Aj - F, for every fixed y, z and 2-harmonic   (> 0) on  8 x co

for every fixed h) (Theorem 3).   Again, from Lemma 4, we get, for every  a £ R,

\ih, y, z): whiy, z) > a\

= U  Uh,y,z) e(Aj- F) x 8 x co: jjvAr,, OPSy(dr¡)p^idQ > a\

where the union on the right is taken over all ¿5 e J5    and co £ S,.   This clearly

proves the measurability of w  (y, z).   The lemma is proved.

Lemma 7.   TÄere exists a set  G C Aj x A2 of px x p2  measure zero such that,

for every  (h1, h2)/ G,   6 (hl, h2, z) = fine lim sup [vh   (y, z)/u2(y)]  as y tends to

h     is a A -nearly superharmonic function on fl,.    Let, for every  (hl, h2) £

(Aj x Aj - G), cp(h  , h  , z) be the lower semicontinuous régularisation of

6(h  , h  , z) in the z variable.   Then, cp is a measurable function.
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Proof.  The proof of measurability is exactly similar to the proof of Lemma 6,

and we omit it.   To prove the first part, we observe that 6 is a (/z.j x p2 x A)-mea-

surable function on (A, - F)x A¡ x ft,   (Theorem 8), for any finite Radon measure

X on ft,.   Consider a § £ J3,.   The function if/ defined by

yj(x, y, z) =jjfhHx)h2(y) d (h\ h2, Op-¿dbX)p.2(db2)pl(dO

is a 3-harmonic function on ft, x ft, x 8, and  if/ < v  (Theorem 6).   Imitating the
8

first part of the proof of Theorem 5, we can find a set  G    of p., x p.2 measure zero

on Aj x Aj   such that the second iterated fine limit  (as x  h-> h  ,  y — h  )of

[ifj(x, y, z)/uj(x)zz2(y)]  is harmonic on 8 and further this function coincides with

f6(hl, h2, C)pl(dO, for every  (h\ h2) £ GB.   (The latter assertion is deduced

using Corollary 2, Theorem 6 and a countable dense subset of 8, as in the proof

of Lemma 5.)   Now, let  G = F x A.  Ug G    where 8 £ £>, and F is as in Lemma 5.

Then G is of Pj x p2  measure zero and, for every  (h  , h  )6 (A, x A, - G),

d(h1, h2, z) > fine lim [fine lim (ifj(x, y, z)/ul(x)u2(y))\
y -^ h x —. b -*

= f0(h\ h2,OpSz(dO,      S e®3> * cS-

This together with the fact that 6 is lower bounded, in fact > 0, we conclude that

6 is an S-(J),)  function.    The lemma is proved.

Theorem 9.   Let f (h1, h2, 7>3) = fine lim sup [d}(hX, h2, z)/u^(z)]  as z tends

to 7>3, for (hl, h2, h3) £ (AÎ x Aj - G) x A3  (G and </> as in the previous lemma).

Then, f   is (p. x p2 x pA-measurable and is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of (the

absolutely continuous part of the) canonical measure v on A, x A, x A:   of the

greatest 3-harmonic minorant of v relative to p.. x p2 x p,.

Proof.   The (p.. x(i,x p,)-measurability of /    is an immediate consequence

of Theorem 8.   Now,  v(x, y, z)>   ($cb(hl, h2, z)h1(x)h2(y)pl(dh1)p2(dh2) and,

since  cp > 0 is superharmonic in the z-variable,  </>(/>  , h  , z) >

/fv(hl, h2, 773)7)3(z)p3(zi7)3) [7, Theorems 6, 7].   Hence, if zz is the greatest 3-

harmonic minorant of v, then  u > ¿Z(f, v) where

£(/, v)^[fv(b1, h2, 7j3) h1h2hi(pl xp.2x p^)(dhl dh2 dh5).

By the uniqueness of the integral representation of 3-harmonic functions  > 0, we

get that the canonical measure v of u  (on Aj x Aj x Aj) majorises the canonical

measure of S(/, v).   But, since  /    is measurable > 0 and  the  measure

ivd(jJ\ x p2 x p.,) is on Aj x Aj x Aj, it is clear that this is indeed the canonical measure

of S(/, v).   Hence,  dv > fvd(p, x p2 x p?).    It follows that the Radon-Nikodym de-

rivative g of (the absolutely continuous part of ) v relative to p.. x p2 x p., is > /

at (pj x \l2 x p3)-almost every element of Aj x AJ x A^.
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On the other hand, if we do the same operation on u (as on v) and arrive at

the function / , then it is clear that /    is nothing but the iterated fine limit of u;

and by Theorem 6, Corollary 2, /   = g  almost everywhere.   However, v > u and

hence /   > /    almost everywhere, i.e.  g = f   ip, x p2 x /¿,)-almost everywhere.

The proof is complete.

We deduce immediately

Corollary 1.   // v is ^-superharmonic > 0 and has 0 as the greatest 3-harmonic

majorant, then /   = 0 ip. x p2 x pA-almost everywhere.

Corollary 2.   // v is ^-superharmonic > 0 and moreover if the fine limit of

v/u, etc. exists as a lower semicontinuous function in the rest of the variable(s)

(as usual a set of measure zero excepted), then the iterated fine limit of v/uxu2u,

exists almost everywhere and is the Radon-Nikodym derivative as in the above

theorem.   If, further, the same holds ¡or different orders of iteration then the vari-

ous iterated limits are equal (¿¿. x p2 x pA-almost everywhere.

Remark.  If v is a 3-superharmonic function with a 3-harmonic minorant w,

w < 0 everywhere, then similar results are true for v.   We note that fv = fiv„w\+ I',

here we have equality (and not '<') since at every stage the limits exist for w/ux,

etc.

5. Functions on the polydisc.   Let us now consider a polydisc   U",  « > 2, and

functions belonging to the Nevanlinna class   N(Un).   For any / £ N(U"), the func-

tion  log   l/l   is a positive ra-subharmonic function and has a positive ra-harmonic

majorant; see, for instance, [lO].   We shall apply our earlier results on the exis-

tence and equality of iterated fine limits to the function -log|/|   and deduce the

corresponding conclusions for /.   To do this, first of all we observe that T, the

unit circle, is precisely the Martin boundary of U (fot the system of harmonic func-

tions satisfying the Laplace equation); and the Martin boundary consists entirely

of minimal functions; viz., T is also the minimal boundary (belonging to the com-

pact base of positive harmonic functions taking the value 1 at the origin).   Let /

denote the linear normalized  (i.e., l(T) = 1) Lebesgue measure on T.   Then, / is

the canonical measure corresponding to the harmonic function 1.   For the sequel,

¡k will stand for the completion of the product measure   I x I x- • -x / zWimes on

T  .   Before proceeding to give our proof, we recall below three results which we

use repeatedly.

Theorem Z  [12, Theorem 5.16, Chapter III.  Let f £ N(Un), ra > 2.   Then,

there exists a set E C T such that l(T - E) = 0 and, for every t £ E, as z tends

to t nontangentially, \z\ < 1, the limit of f(z, z2, • • • , zn) exists for every  (z2, • . .

, z") £ U"~   ; and the convergence is uniform on every compact subset.of  Un~   .

Further the function /(/,•) belongs to N(U"~   ) for every t £ E.
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Theorem B and D [3, Theorem 9].   Let X be a metric space and f: U \-> X.

Let, for every t belonging to an l-measurable set E, the limit of f(z) exists in X

as z,   \z\ < 1,  tends to t nontangentially.   Then, for l-almost every  t £ E, the fine

limit of f(z) as z tends to t exists and equals the nontangential limit at this point.

Theorem C and C [5, p. 62],   Let f be a holomorphic function on 11.   Let  t £ T

be such that the fine limit of f(z) as z tends to t equals a.   Then, as z tends to t

nontangentially, f(z) tends to the limit a.

We shall now consider the iterated limits of /.   As before, we consider the

natural order of iteration.

Theorem 10. Let f £ N(U"),  n > 2.   Then, for every integer k,   1 < k <n - 1,

the kth iterated fine limit of f exists for every t £ E, C T   and every (z   +   ,

zk+2,-->, z")£ U"~k such that

(1) the complement of E,   is of I    measure zero,

(2) for every fixed (zk+   , • • • , z") £ U"~   , the iterated limit is a  Immeasur-

able function,

(3) for every t £ E,, the limit is holomorphic belonging to the Nevanlinna

class of U"~     and

(4) the (above) iterated fine limit equals the kth iterated nontangential limits

(independent of (zk+\- • • , z") in U"~k).

Proof.   Let us first prove the result for the case  k = 1.   We consider the map-

ping </>: U H» H(L/"     ), the space of holomorphic functions on   U"~   , defined by

z l-> f(z,  ■ ).   The space n(U"~   ) is separable and complete  metrisable.   The

Theorem Z states precisely that  cf>(z) tends to a limit in this space (in fact in

N(U"~   )), as z approaches nontangentially almost every point of T.   Hence, from

Theorem B and D, we deduce the existence of the fine limit for almost every  / £

T, satisfying (3) and (4) .   Now, (2) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.

Let us now assume that the result is true for all integers   1, 2, • • • , k, k < n — 1;

we shall show the validity for  k + 1.   From Theorem 3, for e = l/??2,  m = 1, 2, 3,

• • • , we can find a compact set  C    CE,   such that (i) /,(E, — C   ) < l/m and,

restricted to C   , the mapping  t h-* f, of C    l_> }i(U"~   ) is continuous, where

f,(z   +   ,••• , zn) is the kCn iterated fine limit (or nontangential limit) of / at t.

This, in particular, implies the separate continuity of the mapping  (r, z   +   ) t->

fT(zk+ l,  ■ ) of Cm x U !-> K(Un~k-1).   (The spaces of holomorphic functions are

provided with the topology of uniform convergence on the compact subsets of the

corresponding sets.)   If E,        is the set of all  (r, /) belonging to  C    x T such

that fine limit of fT(zk, • ) exists in K(U"~        ) as zk tends to /, then, from Theo-

rem 2, we deduce that  E,       is /.-measurable.   However, for every  r £ C   , since
rS 4 Tit K, Tfl

f   £ N(Un~k), we deduce from Theorem Z and Theorem B and D, as in the case
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k = 1, that the section through t of E,       is of full /-measure.   Now, from Fubini's

theorem, we get that  /,    X(Ek m) = lkiCm) > ^kiE k) - t/m = 1 - l/m.   Now, let

Ek+1 = UiW Then. '*♦ ¿Ek*i) = l- ^+ i<rfe+ !) and for every(r'/} eEk+i>

the fine limit of f(zk+ 1,  ■) exists in N(U"~k   ') as zk+ l tends to t.   Once again

(2) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.   Also, property (4) of the above

limit is a consequence of Theorem C and C.

The proof is complete.

Theorem 11.   Let f £ N(U").   The  nth   iterated  fine   limit   of  f  exists   for

I -almost every element of T"; and this iterated limit is an I -measurable function,
n } ' ' n '

Further, the nth iterated nontangential limit of f equals the iterated fine limit  I -

almost everywhere.

Proof.   Let  E  _ x   be the set furnished by the above theorem and fT(zn) the

(ra - l)th iterated fine (= nontangential) limit of / at  r £ E   _,.   As before, by Theo-

rem 3, we can find a compact set  K    C E   _ x, tot every  m = 2, 3, • • • , such that

/  _j(fv   )> I  _i(E   _¡) - l/m = 1 - l/m, and r (-» / (• ) is a continuous map from

K    H» K(U).   Once again, by Theorem 2, the sets   F   ,
zzz

F    =   j (r,   t) e K    x T: fine lim Liz") exists as z" —. /j
mm 'i

are  / -measurable.   But, for every t £ E   _,, since / (• ) £ N(U), tot almost every

< e T, both the fine and the nontangential limits of fT(z) exist and are equal as z

tends to t.   In particular  I (F   ) - I      AK   )• l(T)> 1 - l/m  (Fubini's theorem).
r n      zzz n~ 1      zzz        s    ' v '

Let F be the union of  F   , for m = 2 to oo.   Then  /  (F) = 1.   Further, for every
zzz' zz^    ' ' '

t £ F the nth iterated fine and nontangential limits of / exist and are equal.   Also

we deduce from Theorem 4 that the iterated limit is  / -measurable.   The theorem

is proved.

Theorem 12.   Let f £ N(Un).   Then, there is a set E C T" of I    measure zero

such that, if gx and g2 are two iterated fine (or nontangential) limit functions,

for two different orders of iteration, then  \gx\ = \gA   outside E.

Proof.  The function -log|/|   is ra-superharmonic on   U" and let w be the

greatest ra-harmonic minorant of — log|/|.   Since w majorises the negative (or zero)

n-harmonic function which is the greatest minorant of -log   |/|, we conclude that

w is the difference of two positive ra-harmonic functions.   By Corollary 1 to Theo-

rem 6, we know that the nth iterated fine limits of w exist and are all identically

/ -almost everywhere.   Further, the &th iterated limit of w is   (n — &)-harmonic, in

particular, continuous on   Lln~   .   We know that the &th iterated fine limit of

-log|/|   exists for all  k = 1 to n and it is easy to see that, for every k between 1

and  ra - 1, the &th iterated limit is a  (ra - &)-superharmonic function on  Un~   .

Hence the same is true for  (- log|/| - w).  However, (-log|/| - w) is a positive
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72-superharmonic function with greatest ?7-harmonic minorant zero and hence by

Corollary 1 to Theorem 9, we deduce that the iterated fine limit of  (-log |/| - w)

is zero  7 -almost everywhere, whatever be the iteration order.   We deduce that,

with the exception of a set of  /    measure zero, the different iterated fine limits

of  log l/l   are identical.   The proof is complete.

Corollary. For a f £ N(U"), if the nth iterated fine or nontangential limit is

zero on a set of positive  I    measure, then / = 0.

Proof.   From the above theorem we deduce that if f 4 0, then the iterated fine

or nontangential limit of Iog|/| is finite   7  -almost everywhere.   The Corollary

follows.

Remark.  The equality of the iterated limits could be proved for functions  / £

N(U") such that / has no zeroes in   (/".

Theorem 13.. Let f £ NX(U"); viz.,  / log+ |/| jlog + log + |/| ! dd x ■ • • ddn  is

bounded independent of r., r,, • • • , r    between 0 and 1.   Then, the different iter-

ated (fine or) nontangential limits of f are equal I -almost everywhere on  T".

Prool. For every function g £ N AU ), the two iterated nontangential limits

of g ate equal /2-almost everywhere [12, p. 328]. We shall prove the theorem by

induction on 72.

Now, x i—> x log x  is an increasing convex function on  [0, °°) (in fact, it is a

strongly convex function).   Hence, (log   |/|)(log  log   |/|) is a ?2-subharmonic

function on   U".   Hence, J log   |/| (log  log   \f\)dd.---dd    is increasing in each

r .•   Since / is in  N AU") there is an upper bound  M > 0 for these integrals.   Sup-

pose that except for a set E, of /,   measure zero, some &th iterated nontangential

limit of / exists for every  r £ T   - E,.   Then, using the fact the radial limit ex-

ists at every stage and by repeated application of Fatou's lemma, we deduce that

//^••JiogV(^+i;^+^--v^l

log+log+|/^+Ie^+1,...,rneZ'%|^+j...zz'ön<A1.

Using the increasing nature of   J • • • J   log   |/r| (log  log  |/r|) dO,    . ■ • • dd  , we

deduce easily that, for  ¡k almost every element r of  Tk - E,, f £ Ny(U"~k).  (Ob-

serve that / may be assumed to belong to  N(U"~k) by Theorem 10.)   This is true

whatever be  k < n.

Now, assume that, for all k = 1, 2, • • ■ , n (n > 2), whatever be g £ Ny(Uk), the

4th iterated fine limits of g ate all equal  /,-almost everywhere.   We shall show

that, for any g £ N j((7"+   ), a similar result holds to be good.   To prove this con-

sider the iterated limits  g1 of g fot the natural order and g2  foi an order a which
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ends with say the &th variable  k < ra + 1.   We can choose a countable dense sub-

set, say  (z   ) contained in (7 (for the &th variable) such that, for every z   , the
'        '    v   zzz" v '      zzz'

rath iterated fine (and nontangential) limits of / exist except for a set of measure

zero on  T" and independent of the order of iteration.   But then, by Theorem 10,

this limit could be so chosen that it is  holomorphic in the kúx variable on ¡7.

Hence, the limit could be chosen, independent of the order of iteration and z    £ U,

except for a set of /    measure zero on  T".   Hence we may assume that, in the

above ct, the all but the last one limit is taken in the  (ra + l)th variable, i.e.  g2  is

the iterated limit where all but the last two variables are in that order z"+    and z  .

Similarly, we can suppose that gx   is obtained by the iterated limit order r, where

all but the last two variables (in   that order) in which the limits are taken are pre-

cisely z    and z" +   .   Again, by an argument similar to the above and the induction

hypothesis, we get that with a set of measure zero excepted on  T"~   , tot every

t £ T"-1, the   (n- l)th iterated limit functions  h'(r, zk, z"+1)and hl(o, zk, z"+1)

following respectively t and a satisfy:

hlir, zk, zn+ A = h\o, zk, zn+ A    fot every izk, z" + ') e U2

and this common function belongs to  /V.(t7  ).   Now, the two iterated limits of hl

(as  z"+     tends to the boundary nontangentially and then  z    tends to the bound-

ary nontangentially and vice versa) are equal  /2-almost everywhere.   Now, since

the  (ra + l)th iterated nontangential limits are measurable, we deduce that gx =

g2 /      j-almost everywhere.   The proof is complete.

Remark.   If, for every / £ N(U2), the two iterated nontangential limits are equal

/2-almost everywhere, then the result is true in general for any function in  N(U").

An exactly similar proof based on induction holds to be good.   Probably the re-

sult is true for functions belonging to  N(U ).
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